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Overview
We introduce RTblob, an open-source real-time vision system for 3D object detection that achieves over 200 Hz
tracking speed with only off-the-shelf hardware component.
It allows fast and accurate tracking of colored objects in
3D without expensive and often custom-built hardware, instead making use of the PC graphics cards for the necessary
image processing operations.
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Background

For many interesting robotics applications it is necessary to process the visual input
of one or more cameras is real-time, in order to allow interaction between the robot
and its environment, e.g. for visual servoing, basketball dribbling, or catching balls.
Previous solutions for tracking object in cameras images either require markers on the
object (e.g. Vicon setups), or they are not capable of running at high framerate of
100 Hz or more (e.g. Tyzx, OpenCV ). Fast markerless systems have been developed,
but they are too expensive for most robotics research projects, because they rely on
specialized hardware, such as FPGAs [1, 2, 3] or even custom-built chips [4].
To overcome these limitation, we introduce RTblob, a vision system for tracking
simple colored objects that is at the same time very fast, runs on inexpensive
hardware, and is available free of charge in open source form. RTblob uses a
modular feed-forward architecture that makes it simple to use also for non-experts,
and that allows easy adaption e.g., to different camera setups and tracking tasks.

RTblob source code is available at http://www.rtblob.de.
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detection speed
–
841 ± 4 Hz 421 ± 9 Hz 272 ± 3 Hz 209 ± 4 Hz

Object Detection Pipeline

Many existing object detection algorithms are either too slow or too fragile for use
in a real robotics system. To achieve maximal speed and simplicity, we use a wellunderstood object detection pipeline based on linear shift invariant filters [5]. Using
the NVIDIA CUDA framework, we are able to parallelize the computation between
CPU and GPU, thereby achieving minimal latency and maximal throughput.
1) Transfer Image Data from Cameras to CPU
This required a connection with high constant transfer rate (60 MB/s for each 640 ×
480 camera at 200 fps). We rely on Gigabit Ethernet with DMA-enabled drivers, but
RTblob could also be adapted to FireWire or USB 2.0.

(Hardware plattform: Dell Inspiron T7400 with 3.4 GHz Intel quadcore CPU, NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 280, Intel PRO/1000 PT Quad Port gigabit Ethernet card, 4 Prosilica GE640C cameras.)

Example Setup: 200 Hz Four Camera System
3) Image Transfer: CPU to GPU
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Example Applications

We copy the debayered image to the graphics card for further processing. PCI
Express graphics cards can easily handle the necessary memory transfer bandwidth
of 175 MB/s per camera.
4) Color Filtering
To search for an object of a specified color, we calculate an interest image:

1
I[u, v] = 1 − (αRRγ [u, v] − Rref )1/γ + (αGGγ [u, v] − Gref )1/γ + (αB B γ [u, v] − Bref )1/γ ,
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with camera dependent gains (αR, αG, αB ) and gamma correction γ. Such color
filtering is a per-pixel operation and can be performed very fast on the GPU by
starting one thread per pixel. The filter mask is problem specific. For colored balls,
we use a slightly elliptic variant of a Laplacian of Gaussians [6] filter.

Visual Servoing

5) Object Detection my Maximizing a Linear Filter Response
Object detection consists of maximizing the response of a linear shift invariant filter:
[û, v̂] = argmaxu,v Fu,v ∗ I
which can be calculated efficiently by using the convolution theorem [7]:
= argmaxu,v F −1 (F(F ) · F(I)) [u, v]
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Performance Measurements

(1)
Striking a Table Tennis Ball

where F denotes the Fourier transform. FFTs can be calculated very fast on the
GPU. We rely on a CUFFT library by NVIDIA. Similarly, there are efficient ways to
quickly compute the argmax operation. Overall, computing (1) takes less than 1 ms
on a modern graphics card.
6) Sub-Pixel Refinement
The solution [û, v̂] to (1) lies on a grid with single pixel resolution. We refine this to
subpixel accuracy using a quadratic surface interpolation of the filter response [8].
7) Transfer Object Coordinates: GPU to CPU
Transferring the detected 2D object position back to the CPU’s main memory is of
negligible effort, because it consists of only a few bytes of data.

Kendarma (Ball-in-a-Cup)
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